SOCIAL REVOLUTION IS UP AND RUNNING
We have to prepare actively, to a radical change of the society, and an extraordinary
revolution of our way of living.
Changes, that comes from the worldwide Social and Cultural Revolution whose first
signs already begin to be felt.
The explosion of BIO trade, the alarms from diverse medical entities, the social political
awareness that are beginning to be expressed in several countries.
All of this announces deep changes, that we must actively support and forecast.
The rise of multimedia allow the global circulation of information, henceforth everyone
has access to know-how, knowledge, understanding, and people sometimes are
protesting against the nonsense alerts stated by food industries, pharmaceutical
laboratories, insecticides inventors, against politics, against the ruling power that
endorses anything and anybody, without taking social issues into account, and people’s
expectations.
We must also attempt to understand and participate to these evolutions, in order to be a
part of this general desire to improve the quality of human lives, the quality of
nutriments that we buy on a daily basis, our attempts to reduce diseases’ numbers,
reduce social inequalities, to encourage brotherhood, to beneficiate from a social justice
adapted to our modern aspirations.
It is only when our poor, our own homeless people, will get a shelter, and receive hot
meals, clothes, and everything that is our duty to do, that we will be preoccupied by the
welcoming of migrants and refugees whose purpose is to take advantage.
We can only admit the people’s protest, that don’t understand that this logic is not
applied, that see governments favour “foreigners” that are invading our lands by
thousands, whereas at our doors people are sleeping outside and are sometimes dying
in the middle of winter, homeless people abandoned. It is not up to associations to
assume the primordial duties of States.
If something is not right in our society, it’s up to us to address this, by any means
possible, to call out our elected people, our governments, authorities, medias.
We can’t accept that major food retailers, throw tons of food under the pretext that it
has reached the limit date of sale, but everyone knows, thus, that these dates have a
safety period, that admits they are consumable some more days beyond the limit date of
sales, all of this under the noses of the starving people outside.

Our quest for wellness, should sooner or later, force big groups, multinationals, to whom
they think that money governs everything, to the elected, obligations to implement
radical changes, create another way to handle commerce may it be international.
We must change our laws so it’ll be adapted to this new society, that will be ours, and
that will make its mark at any cost, either in a soft way, or by numerous popular protests
whose number is growing day by day, in several countries.
Revising international agreements on commercial trade, so there will be fairness based
on a trade logic as protectionist as the one applied.
We must not admit the excessive importation of American products; meanwhile they
forbid the exportation of our products to their lands. Trade injustice is unacceptable and
scandalous, yet applied nowadays, whose societies are complaining about.
Diseases that we are developing, that we will develop are exclusively born with the
unconsidered ingestion of diverse products and matter, generated by modern industries
of the world, whose micro particles are intoxicating brain, aluminium, or biphenyl etc.
Unconscious absorption of too much of these diverse chemical products, present in, or
upon what we consume, fruits, salmon, flour, dairy products, recycled packaging, soiled
water tables, carriers of harmful additives, insecticides, carcinogens inks, antibiotics etc.
All of this will participate to the endocrinal perturbation of our cells, and to the
developing of diverse diseases, yet we know it and must attempt to defend ourselves.
Cancer is a modern disease generated exclusively by our way of living. This must change.
We can not denounce the misdeeds of sugar on brain, while leaving because of profits,
specialized companies, filled systematically every prepared plate with sugar, and several
consumable food products, such as Viennese pastries, bread, pasta etc…We can not
promote so many products, that in the end will be damaging and detrimental to our
health.
Ice creams, soft drinks hyper-sugared, sweets, whose first consequence are tooth decay
on our children and obesity. We must stop to promote over-consumption of sugar, born
because of permanent visual temptation. These temptations are related to criminal
activities.
We must prepare to enforce the prohibition of food advertising on television screens, on
road’s sides, magazines, that they disappear of campuses, high schools, public places,
these machines that deliver pastries made from contaminated flour because of
insecticides and sugar, or hyper-sugared drinks, ban sweets from public places if we
want to counter exponential obesity of developed countries, ban advertising for

imbalanced alimentation like hamburgers, sandwiches, fries, pizzas. Too much altered
meat, too much unhealthy bread, and the whole swallowed daily.
They must cease to submit young people, and oldest to all these product images, those
certainly have a good taste, but they will in the long run destroy our immune defences,
shorten our lifespan, infect us and make us ill.
In order to preserve freedom of information, we must limit the stronghold of financial
multinationals on these press groups, whom furthermore are the leaders of food chains,
and that will do everything to hamper any investigation, whose profits could be reduced.
Just as well as outlawing lobbies, whose influence only serves financial powers, using
subordination attempts, without carrying about the consequences on people.
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P.S. To all of this we must add « Future’s vision » that we invite you to discover by seeing the
dossier « the 4th industrial revolution » which we owe to the analyze of Mr Bondaz.

